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Latest News, History of Esports and Best Games of 2022


 There is no shortage of new excitement for gamers thanks to the release of new video games every year. There is virtually not enough time to identify all recent games leave alone play them. That is why most experienced gamers rely on the best gaming news site to learn about the trending PC and mobile games and where to find them.
 While video games journalism has gone through immense problems in the past years more so when it comes to breaches of ethics, undisclosed financial ties, collusion and several other behaviors, there is still hope. There are some great news sites you can rely on to learn about almost anything from online casino and where to make real money to the best mobile and PC games as well as upcoming gaming events. If you are searching for the best gaming news site you will come across headlines on esports more times than you can count.







Latest Gaming News


 The gaming news sites cover everything from video game reviews and upcoming games to top ranked gaming sites. These news sites also cover betting, casino bonus, best legal casinos you can head to, or if you are more interested in French news, there are some sites who focus on French casinos and the best French online casino games. Needless to say these sites are there to help whether you need more information on the quality of a new mobile game or just want to browse the latest gaming headlines.
 The gaming news sites are not created equal. Most gaming sites today have shifted their focus from reviewing games and online casino to emphasizing more on political and social issues. There are also sites that cover other forms of entertainment such as TV shows, movies and music and only a few things about gaming. In your search for the best gaming news site you have to pay attention to the primary focus on the site and make sure it is mobile friendly.
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How Did Esports Become so Popular?


 Thanks to advances in technology, electronic sports have become the fastest growing industries across the globe. Consequently gaming and technology has become part of people’s lives. These games have a number of advantages over traditional sports. Here are the main reasons these sports have become so popular and why the gaming news site always review them.
 	Anyone can play

 Unlike traditional sports, a player doesn’t need specific physical traits to be good in them. All you need to become good is to start young and practice as many times as possible.
 	Endless possibilities

 The possibilities are endless in video games than in real sports. While the American football might be one of the most remarkable games out there, what would happen if every player was to select the special ability that makes the play even more exciting and the referees were perfect and never made stupid calls? That is what you get with electronic sports. You can change the game to your liking. The best thing is you can enjoy the exciting competition on your mobile device.
 	Gaming is more popular than music or movies

 The gaming industry is a huge market. Even if just a small fraction of the people who are into games get into PC, console and mobile games the market will still be huge.
 	Technology is improving

 Popular headlines on the best gaming news site are on technology improvements. Advances in technology help these sports grow. The better the graphics are the more popular a PC or mobile game gets. The same goes for online casino. Players want to make money on a casino that not only offers the best casino bonus but one whose games have the best graphical quality. Luckily, their prayers were answered when Cryptologic released some of their best slots game titles. See how to get the best of Cryptologic by clicking on this link.
 E-sports are super entertaining thus the reason they have gained immense popularity across the globe. The industry is only expected to grow and become better with time.
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Today State of Loot Boxes and Microtransitions


 Loot boxes are the most conflict-ridden methods of monetization used in video games. It involves the purchase of virtual items with real money to get a randomized selection of more virtual items. Although it has been one of the most controversial items covered even on the best gaming news site, it is still being used in most PC, console and mobile games.
 Microtransitions, on the other hand, are the less controversial monetization model used in video games. Players buy virtual goods using micropayments. The microtransactions are more popular on free-to-play games and often turn to pay-to-win so as to give developers a source of revenue.
 Loot Boxes
 Loot boxes have had a bad rep since the beginning because players cannot tell what they will find. Loot boxes contain any customization option for use on in-game characters. Rewards are left to chance thus making loot boxes more of a gamble. Missouri Senator Josh Hawley introduced ‘The Protecting Children from Abusive Games Act’ which aims to protect players under the age of 18 from microtransitions by limiting play-to-win mechanics and loot boxes.
 In Belgium games with microtransaction are being pulled following the Belgian Gaming Commission ruling that loot boxes constitute gambling. According to one of the best gaming news site Nintendo has pulled Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp and Fire Emblem Heroes in Belgium.
 Microtransactions
 Microtransactions are bound to take over as businesses like Epic Games continue to prove that free-to-play design with paid for cosmetic items make games easy to access by more audiences. Games such as Apex Legends are now following suit.
 You can read gaming news sites to learn more about the future of Loot Boxes and Microtransactions. Most of the laws meant to regulate these practices have still not been passed in most countries.










Best Games of 2019


 As aforementioned, one of the jobs of the best gaming news site is to review the latest PC, console and mobile games. This often includes a list of the best legal casino and new mobile casinos worth trying. Here is the top list of games for PC and mobile you should try today.




 PC Games
 	Disco Elysium
	Destiny 2: Shadowkeep
	The Outer Worlds
	John Wick Hex
	What The Golf?
	Warframe
	Apex Legends
	Amid Evil








 Mobile Games
 	Alto’s Adventure
	PUBG Mobile
	Alto’s Odyssey
	Sega Heroes
	Shadowgun Legends
	Battlelands
	Riptide GP: Renegade
	Rayman Adventures








 While esports took off in late 2000s, the earliest video game competition dates back to 1972 when students in Stanford University competed in Intergalactic Spacewar Olympics. Competitive gaming was solidified in 1980 by Atari with the Space Invaders Championship. Over the years electronic sports have advanced and you can today get remarkable welcome bonus on online casino and also engage in betting. You can get a casino bonus with or without any real money deposit. Learn how to find free casino bonuses at FreeNoDeposits.com and get the latest offers from the best online casinos. There is nothing better than playing your favorite casino game with a chance to win big money, without risking anything. Check this site to learn how to turn your bonuses into real money.
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